On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam
John B. Nicholls
Foreword via Stephen Coonts. Combining bright own narrative with ancient and operational
analyses, this e-book takes a candid examine united states naval airpower within the Vietnam
War. Coauthors John Nichols, a fighter pilot within the war, and Barrett Tillman, an awardwinning aviation historian, make complete use in their wide wisdom of the topic to element the
ways that airpower used to be hired within the years ahead of the autumn of Saigon.
Confronting the traditional trust that airpower failed in Vietnam, they express that once utilized
correctly, airpower was once effective, yet since it was once usually misunderstood and
misapplied, the tip effects have been catastrophic. Their e-book bargains a compelling view of
what it used to be wish to fly from Yankee Station among 1964 and 1973 and demanding
classes for destiny conflicts. on the related time, it provides very important evidence to the
everlasting conflict record. Following an research of the nation of provider aviation in 1964 and
a definition of the principles of engagement, it describes the strategies utilized in strike warfare,
the airborne and floor threats, digital countermeasures, and seek and rescue. It additionally
examines the impact of political judgements On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over
Vietnam at the behavior of the conflict and the altering nature of the Communist opposition.
Appendixes offer beneficial statistical information on service deployments, strive against sorties,
and airplane losses. This paperback variation of a e-book first released in 1987 features a new
foreword through Stephen Coonts.
"On Yankee Station" is another of these books which are must-reads for army aviation
enthusiasts. It comprises either a wide view of the army air conflict in Vietnam and a up-close, inthe-cockpit view of things. Barrett Tillman offers a lot of the historical past and exposition,
permitting co-author John B. Nichols--a former F-8 Crusader pilot--to holiday in and inform firstperson tales that illustrate the bigger points. This synergy makes for a truly exciting, readable
book. Unfortunately, it is also susceptible to all of the stereotypical flaws of aviation fanatic
works and Vietnam revisionism. The booklet makes a speciality of the Navy's contribution to the
Vietnam conflict, hence it offers ordinarily with the service dependent airplane working out of the
Gulf of Tonkin, affectionately known as "Yankee Station." F-8 Crusaders, F-4 Phantoms, On
Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam and a number of different planes flew
hundreds of thousands of missions into North Vietnam, with many various goals. The authors do
an exceptional activity of breaking down the placement and making it effortless to appreciate
regardless of the inherent complexity of competing command structures, path packages, and
political involvement in army decisions. Drawing recognition to those disorienting elements is
likely one of the major thrusts of the book. However, the primary aim appears the construction of
"institutional memory" in the air strength community. The authors think that classes of past wars
were lost, and that destiny pilots endure needlessly due to it. They lament that many
innovations and strategies that have been honed in Korea have been missed whilst Vietnam got
here around, and so they fear that destiny wars will characteristic On Yankee Station: The Naval
Air War Over Vietnam an identical forgetfulness. hence they try the following to catalog not just
a background of the war, yet a distillation of what they give thought to the main lessons, either
in a big-picture context, and a small-level, individual-pilot sense.The publication On Yankee

Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam is extremely good organized, drawing close the
warfare topically with separate sections on background, doctrine, principles of engagement,
ground-threats, air-to-air combat, digital warfare, and more. those sections are rather
autonomous On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam and readers drawn to
specific topics can simply learn those chapters by myself or out of order with out wasting
anything. The tone is conversational, specially whilst Nichols starts off telling his tales. the only
flaw with the layout is that there's no holiday to enable the reader understand which writer is
"speaking" at any given moment, or while the first-person sections commence and stop. They
circulate and out of 1 another. For a few readers, this can be a strength, yet for me, it was once
a bit disorienting.Both writers do an exceptional job, however. The On Yankee Station: The
Naval Air War Over Vietnam experience of the common fighter-jock comes via in Nichols'
writing. Viewing the F-8 as "The final Gunfighter," there is a feel of romanticism at play that is
punctuated with the tough realities of combat. Tillman has a notable skill to place those stories
in a bigger context and cogently clarify a number of the features of the war, all in a truly easy,
flowing prose. Essentially, this can be the main available e-book at the Vietnam air struggle that
i have learn yet. regrettably the ebook suffers, falling according to many different Vietnam
revisionist works which say that the U.S. may have simply gained the battle if in simple terms
they have been allowed unrestricted bombing, and supreme freedom in goal choices. The
authors argue that air energy was once hung on a brief leash via the politicians, and a mix of
undesirable education practices, undesirable layout philosophy in technology, and undesirable
strategies have been On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam all overshadowed by
way of silly ideas of engagement that primarily misplaced the war. As i have said in different
reviews, this view turns out simplistic and flawed. Vietnam within the 60s was once now not
Nazi Germany, it used to be now not an industrialized glossy nation--trying to "bomb it into the
stone age" wouldn't reason a drastic switch of their approach of life. alterations in bombing
perform might were unpredictable at best. Of course, utter devastation will be attainable with
frequent bombing or with nuclear weapons, yet used to be that truly advisable? How might
different nations, quite China and the Soviet Union have responded? What approximately
flooring On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam forces? those questions are
nearly missed via the authors, who position an severe quantity of religion in air energy to
resolve quite a few forms of conflict.Additionally, even if Tillman's writing is enjoyable to read,
his resources are scant. The 150-page e-book includes purely 2 and a part pages On Yankee
Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam of notes. time and again within the textual content i
wanted for a footnote to again up anything he stated, but came upon nothing. whereas Tillman
is a revered identify between historians, and i've little cause to doubt info awarded the following
(nothing jumped out as contradictory to different resources i have learn to date) it used to be
nonetheless unnerving that there have been so few citations. However, there are numerous
helpful appendixes included, akin to a chronology of the battle and tables of information which
supply an eye-opening account of On Yankee Station: The Naval Air War Over Vietnam the
conflict, even outdoor of any accompanying analysis.Overall, it is a nice e-book for fans of air
strength and the Vietnam conflict. it really works good for either informal readers and for
historians, even supposing the shortcoming of notes may frustrate the latter group. simply take it
with a grain of salt, as with such a lot Vietnam revisionists.
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